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HJ Bearden, JW Fuquay Age and reproduction in birdsâ�”hypotheses and tests, it is well known that reproductive performance improves with age in birds. Many
hypotheses, involving factors such as differential survival, delayed breeding, breeding experience, foraging ability and reproductive effort, have been proposed to
explain this pattern. Although. 
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improved waveband. 
Toxicological consequences of aroclor 1254 ingestion by female rhesus (Macaca mulatta) monkeys. Part 2. Reproduction and infant findings, a group of 80
menstruating rhesus (Macaca mulatta) monkeys were randomly allocated to four similar test rooms (20 monkeys/room) and then randomly allocated within each
room to one of five dose groups (four females/dose group/room). Each day, the monkeys self. 
Marxist Theory and Systems of Total Reproduction: Part I: Negative, eluvial formation, if we consider the processes in the framework of private law theory, specifies
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Isolation and identification of drugs in Pharmaceuticals, body fluids, and post-mortem material. Vol. 2, the deserved success of Volume 1 of this book, which
appeared in 1969 [Abstr. Hyg., 1969, v. 44, abstr. 3161], has led to the early appearance of the present volume. The interval between the two is relatively short but the
number and complexity of the calls upon the analyst have. 
Headâ��Related Twoâ��Channel Stereophony with Loudspeaker Reproduction, tALKER DIRECTION Fro. 13. Influence of listener's head position on horizontal
localization. Recording with T--0.8 sec; reproduction with T=0.5 sec; 24, 24, and 12 subjects, respectively. 1114 Volume 50 Number 4 (Part 2) 1971 Page 7. TWO-
CHANNEL STEREOPHONY. 
Selenium in poultry nutrition 2. Reproduction, egg and meat quality and practical applications, 2. Reproduction, egg and meat quality and practical applications PF
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loss, range, path length, time-of-flight, straggling, multiple scattering, and nuclear interaction probability: In two parts. Part 1. For 63 compounds Part 2. For elements
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Using a computer color-matching system in color reproduction of porcelain restorations. Part 2: Color reproduction of stratiform-layered porcelain samples,
computer color matching is an excellent method for reproducing certain colors of various objects using a spectrophotometer and a computer. In this study the
authors attempted to reproduce the color of layered porcelain samples according to the computer color matching. 
Applied animal reproduction, this book is intended for undergraduate students who have some knowledge of physiology. It is divided into 3 parts, and covers in
reasonable detail all aspects of reproduction. Part 1 comprises consideration of the anatomy, function and regulation of the male and female reproductive. 
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On the reproduction of the orientation distribution function of texturized samples from reduced pole figures using the conception of a conditional ghost
correction, on the Reproduction of the Orientation Distribution Function of Texturized Samples from Reduced Pole. 3 ) measured in common diffraction
experiments, only the reduced part qg) = fig) + ag) can unambiguously be reproduced containing, however, ghost phenomena. 
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